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IS n-tERe 1\ WEST EUROf't:.AN :SYSTEM? .ALTERNATIVE M:lDELS OF 

WEST EUROPEI\N INTERACT I all 

William Wallace 

What is 'Western Europe'? Those policy-makers and business 
strategists in Japan and the United States who talk of an emerging 
tripolar world see Western Europe as an integrated economic 
bloc: a more highly integrated t;uropean Corrmuni ty, post-1992, 
with defined external boundaries and clear central authority. 
Those (in Europe and in the USA) who talk in security terms 
of the 'European pillar' within the Atlantic Alliance often 
reduce its boundaries to the seven member-states of Western 
European Union though the wider memberships of the Eurogroup 
and the European Independent Progranme Group offer a! ternative 
bases for definition. 'Democratic' Western Europe, at its 
broadest, may be institutionally defined through membership 
of the Council of Europe. 

' lt is self-evident that 'the European economy' is not precisely 
co-terminous with the European Corrmunity. The pul I of the 
strongest European economies extends well beyond the boundaries 
of the EC; and it is open to argument whether Switzerland should 
be reg•Hded as part of the core of the European economy rather 
than of its fringe. 'European' federations of political parties 
have come to focus more around the EC's institutional structure 
since the advent of a directly-elected European Parliament. 
!~ut a I most all the political 'parties' ,extend beyond the EC 
itself. Rhetorical assertions about the existence of a 'European 
identity' have survived successive changes in the definition 
of that identity as new members have joined the Corrmunity. 
Sonn-' countries around the. edges of Western Europe now wish to 
assert their European identity by applying to join the EC: Turkey, 
Malta, potentially Cyprus. Others, more secure both economically 
and politically, are so far more reluctant to .apply. But current 
debates within Sweden, Norway and Austria raise underlying issues 
about the changing shape and structure of Western Europe, and 
about the appropriate links to be drawn between informal processes 
of economic and social interaction and formal processes of 
political (and security) integration. Similar questions are 
posed for the present member governments of the European Community 
in responding to these potential applicants and to their 
Mediterranean petitioners. 

QUESTA PUB8L1Ct~?-IOI'-IE t Dl PROPRIETA 
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Tne aim of this project is to provide a rather clearer definition 
of Western Europe as a region, as an economic, political, 
social and security system, to feed into and inform the policy 
debare about the future development and politic<:~! oq~anisation 
of West European cooperation. This Is a field wher" al11ro~t 
all terms are ideologically loaded: 'cooperation', 'integr<l.tioll', 
'union', 'corrrnunity', even 'Europe' itself. Erllpirical invest
igation of trends, of patterns and of intensities of illteraction, 
it is hoped, may provide a foundation of conmon ground for the 
contested interpretations and presumptions which shape the debate 
on European policies in nattonal capitals and in 1\russels. 
it is however impossible to select or org<:~ni~e empirical data 
without an initial framework, or set of assumptions. In order 
to rnake progress, a number of initial assumptions and hypotheses 
are therefore set out below. 

Assumptions 

1) There is no single defining characteristic for Western Europe, 
ar)d no drawing of any core structure and set ot boundaries which 
could fit all patterns of interaction. This is not a new problem. 
Even in the optimistic years of the 1960s, when the C:orrrnuni ty 
of Six appeared to observers to define core Western Europe, 
when trade among the EEC-6 was expanding much rnore rapidly than 
trade between the member states .and third countries, the 
t:FTA-7 formed a closely interconnected outer group. Association 
Agreements with Greece and Turkey hinted at further enlargement; 
WElJ, ELDO and ESRO and other intergovernmental oq;<Hli~ations, 
brought together different group1ngs. Those authors who happily 
compared the empire of Charlemagne to the 'Europe' of the Six 
assumed the logic of a combination which two very different 
sets of historical circumstances had brought about. It was 
evident in 1965, as in 813, that pressures from inside and outside 
this combination would reshape it soon. 

2) lt will be useful to describe characteristic patterns of 
interaction across a wide range of distinctive fields, from 
financial flows and investment patterns to travel and inter-
governmental consultation. Statistics f.or some of these are 
more readily available, and more reliable, than others. 
Necessarily, therefore, some functional maps of Western Europe 
as a region will be more impressionistic than accurate. But 
in social science the elements that are most difficult to measure 
are often among the most significant: ch<l.nging p<o~tterns of 
cultural affinity or identity, for example. The overlap of 
different forms of interaction will in itself provide an 
indication of the underlying coherence (or diversity) of Western 
Europe as a region 

3) Systems are corrrnonly defined in social science as stable 
patterns of interaction. If we accept the tighter ~aston1an 
definitfon of a political 'system•, then we must also look for 
regular patterns of interaction within that system, reflecting 
the existence of implicit or explicit rules, cf a structure 
of authority which makes rules and allocates resources. It 

2. 
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has recognisable boundaries, defined as observable discontinuities 
1n patterns of interaction, and reacts across these boundaries 
w i t h i t s c n v i r o nme n t , f e e d I n g back t o i t s r u I e -ma k i n g a u t h or i t y 
informaton which enables it to adjust to changes ln that 
environment. The mere existence of intense interaction does 
not in itself constitute a 'system': a degree of stal>i!ity, 
of autonomy from broader or interconnecting pat terns, of imp! ici t 
rules and mechanisms for shaping them, is necessary. 

4) International interact ion, measured across a wide range 
of indicators, is undergoing rapid change. 20 years ago, for 
example, there were 8 million journeys out of Britain each year 
(and 8 million in); in 1987 the figure was 40 million. Increases 
1n trade, in financial flows, in multinational production, in 
ministerial travel and official·meetings, have been as remarkable. 
Much of this has been directed towards other Wcst European 
countries; but the rate of increase in interactions between 
West European states and countries outside Western Europe has 
also been remarkable, and has in some instances been more rapid. 
A study on foreign direct investment flows under way at Chatham 
House, for example, indicates that from the car I y 1960s to the 
beginning of the 1970s broadly simi Jar patterns are observable 
1n Britain, France and Federal Germany, concentrating more on 
the West European region; but that during the 1970s in all three 
countries new foreign investment flowed more strongly out of 
Europe, to North America and the rest of the world. We therefore 
nced to examine trends as far as the data makes possible. 

5) The forces which make for increasing intcrnat ional interaction 
or integration, which is here perhaps a less loaded term than 

it has become within the European debate are partly, even 
primarily, informal. The existence of formal structures -GATT, 
the TMf', the BIS, the JCAO, etc.- sets the context and provides 
a framework of rules: but the impetus comes from changes in 
market behaviour., improvements in techniques of management and 
production, advances in technology, and above all improvements 
in both physical and electronic communication. The formal 
structures which exist within the West curopean region, above 
all the European Community (and the Atlantic Alliance and the 
integrated structures of NATO, which are most intense in their 
irnpact within Western Europe) are much stronger than at the 
global level. But it should be taken as a matter for 
investigation whether the formal structures of rule-based 
organi~ations have shaped patterns of interaction or have 
responded to them; I assume that the relationship between formal 
integrative structures and informal processes of integration 
will prove to differ significantly from area to area. 

6) This project wou Id not be necessary if we were to assume 
thdt formal structures and informal processes coincided. It 
is precisely because we assume th<~t they do not coincide that 

we wish to investigate current pa.tterns and trenas. The enlarge
ment of the European Community has brought in some states which 
are peripheral to many patterns of European interact ion, and 
left outside some others which are close to its core. It 1s 
assumed at the outset of this study that the 'core• area for 
much observable West European interaction is Federal Germany 
and the Rhine valley. But no assumptions are made about the 
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outer extent of such interactions, or where the most easily 
observable boundaries lie. Like medieval empires, what we may 
observe is a 'core domain' at the the centre, clo5c dependE>ncies 
around its edge, outer 'Marks' or 'Marches', with some tcrri~ories 
which in effect pay tribute to different distant lords w1 thout 
clearly belonging to one imperial system or another. We should 
not therefore, assume that a distinctive West European reg1on 
is 'to be found unless and until investigation demonstrate5 its 
existence. The interaction between North America and Western 
Europe is of obvious interest, demonstrating how far Western 
Europe forms part of a wider Atlantic and global sy5tern; the 
involvement of the DDR, and to a lesser extent of Hungary, is 
also of active interest; and the dependent relations of 
Mediterranean countries with the rest of Western Europe should 
where possible be described. 

Questions for Further Investigation 

These follow, I hope fairly self-evidently, from the ste~rting 
assumptions. They include: 

1 ) I s 
or does 

interaction 
it represent 

among West European countries 
a subset of a wider system? 

distinctive, 

2) What are the trends?· Has the West European focus become 
more or less Intense In the past five to' ten years? Have the 
boundaries shifted as peripheral countries have been drawn into 
the network or as interaction ctrnong the central countries has 
intensified more rapidly? 

3) Can we identify a 'core' area where interact ions are clearly 
most intense? Can we identify relatively clear boundaries? 
Are there peripheral areas which form an outer tier? 

4) What are the distinct lve characteristics of particular types 
of interaction? How far are they driven by informal developments, 
and largely unaffected by formal boundaries and legal or 
institutional discontinuities, as against dependence upon formal 
structures (inter-governmental agreements, comnon legal frameworks, 
etc.)? 

5) What is the balance of interactions in each particular area? 
Do we observe particular directional flows, to the 'advantage' 
or 'di>advantage' of some areas against oth.ers'! 

Alternative models the search for an analytical context 

This is intended to be primarily a ground-clearing exercise. 
J>ut eclecticism Is not enough; we need to consider alternative 
conceptual frameworks to test the evicence against, even if 
we are successful in refusing to force the evidence into any 
single predetermined framework. 

4 . 
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The analytical framework from which 1 start is drawn most directly 
from that of Karl Deutsch, whose pioneering work on The Nerves 
of Government and on Polit.ical Corrmunity in the North Atlantic: 
Area thirty years ago sought to examine and explain 'corrmunity' 
'5'if'"""exami n i ng f 1 ows of comnun i c:a t ion, peop I e and goods. Oeu t sch' s 
work, like that of the integration theorists, has been criticised 
for its failure to distinguish between interaction as such, 
interdependence and integration. lt is not self-evident that 
high levels of Interaction lead through interdependence to 
integration in all cases; they may well provoke counter moves 
to resist integration. Preoccupation with national autonomy 
and national identity throughout Western Europe, disappointing 
the hopes of the integration theorists that higher levels of 
interaction would lead to the emergence of a higher European 
identity, demonstrates the limitations of this approach. In 
Deutsch's own terms, however, the West E:uropean area has long 
since become a security comnunity in which war is unthinkable 
between the different member states, borders are relatively 
open, and the different member states commonly differentiate 
between each others citizens and those from third countries 
although the case with companies and banks, as well as with 
mi I i tary !orces, is much less clear. Deutsch' s concept of 
'conmunity' assumed an underlying shift of attitudes which 
followed from closer acquaintance and recognition of inter
dependence. t)ut his example of the US-Canada open border 
demonsLrat"s that the creation of a security conmunity does 
not in itself necessarily lead to formal integration. 

Tl1e collapse of integration theory has left both academic 
observers and political participants bereft of a convenient 
framework for describing European trends, or re I at i ng them to 
preferred objectives. The underlying problem for integration 
theory was in tracing the links between political, economic 
and social processes. Some put great faith in the capacity 
of economic interaction to affect social attitudes, to attract 
pot itical interests, and so to transfer loyalties. Others, 
both in the high days of the post-war debate on European unity 
and in the disillusioned atmosphere of the mid-1970s, saw the 
creation of formal political· structures as the key to providing 
a stab 1 e framework for economic interact ion, intergovernmental 
cooperation, and popular Identity. This was the underlying 
theme of the Marjolin report; it is echoed in the Padoa-Schioppa 
report, which argues that the benefits of economic interdependence 
arc subject to disrupt ion and potential breakdown unless there 
is an established institutional framework to manage instability 
and to ensure that the benefits are distributed relatively evenly. 
The conceptual language of the Padoa-Schioppa report is itself 
ol interest: "The cement of a political corrrnunity is provided 
by indivisible public goods such as 'defence' and 'security'. 
The cement of an economic community inevitably I ies in the 
economic benefits it confers upon its members." 

The first task of a social scientist is to examine the concepts 
usecJ by practical men and policy makers, to critically exam, ne 
them, define them more precisely, and relate them to empirical Jy
obs,rved trends. In starting to rebui Id acceptable models of 
West European interaction, we therefore need to start with the 
range of concepts in current use. The loosest is that in popular 
use among French politicians: a 'European space'. It is taken 
frorn geo-politics, is usedboth as a description and a prescription, 
but has little explanatory (or prescriptive) power. The concepts 
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of 'political comnunity' and 'economic conmunity' are less 
imprecise, but do not easily lend themselves to precise 
definition. The concept of Western Europe as _a _'network' provides 
a somewhat more precise and researchable framework, on which 
Albert Bressand will be presenting a parallel paper. 

The concept of a 'sys t.em' is however my prefer red model. It en ab I c s 
us to focus on the I inks between formal and informal aspects 
of West European interaction; to ask questions aboul the stability 
or instability of relations within the system, and thus of the 
system itself; it enables us to ask about the autonomy of the 
system within its environment. I anticipate that we will find 
ourselves able to describe a loosely identifiable West Europe"" 
system, With a reJativeJy CJear 1 COre' 1 With patterns Of rule
making and rule-enforcement which vary very considerably from 
one area to another, and with boundaries which "re imprecise 
and highly variable. 

The questions for policy follow on from there. Oughl policy
makers to aim to adapt formal structures to fit changing patterns 
of informal interaction? Should it be the aim of -the European 
Conmunity to expand its membership, in other words, to include 
all those countries whose trade and financial relations are 
dominated by the pull of Western Europe and whose pol it i<.:al 
and social structures fit the criteria for open access to a 
single European market? What are the appropriate I ink~ beLween 
political, securjty, economic and social interaction? What 
is the appropriate balance of benefits and obligations among 
those who participate within this system, thus broadly dcf ined? 

These broader political questions are ones which hope to throw 
back to the policy-makers at the end of the project, on the 
basis of the evidence we have assembled. I hope also to have 
reached a tighter definition of the distinctions between 
'interaction', 1 interde_pendence', and 'integration', undeterred 
by the wrecks of so many previous attempts. This 1s a study 
intended to pose more precise quest ions rather than to provide 
new answer·s. There may well be no precise answer to be found 
to the relationship between political, economic and social 
integration; but the politicians of Western ~urope, as well 
as the social scientists, are all agreed that t~e~e is a relation
ship among these, that it carries political and economic 
consequences, and that the political bargaining which characterises 
the European political system Will continue to revolve around 
these contested Issues for many years mrire. · 
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TI'.CHNOI.OGICAL COOPERATION ARD COMPETITION: PUBLIC AHD PRJVATE INTERACTION 
JN THE WESTERN EUROPEAN CONTEXT 

Paper for the ibenbausen Workshop Septouaber 2!l -- October· I 

Mergaret Shorp and Wllllam Walker· 
Science Policy Research Unit, University of 5"""""· 

The purpose of this poper Is to provide some prel iminRry t.houghts on 

Issues of technology ond technological collaboration, thRir Impact uu 

industrial structure and their role within the framework of Wostern 

European Integration. Its aim is in nn sense to provide definitive 

answan>, but to raise questions which we hope wt 11 provide food foo· a 

fertile discussion. 

What• s happen Ins to technology? 

By way of Introduction lt is worth settlnS out what wA see liS Lht! rneoin 

the 

feAtures and consequences of current technological developooents. In line 

wlth m11ny of our colleagues at the Sci•m<:e Policy Research llnit, we""" 

<:urTt!n\ developments as part or a wider revolution which Is tsking pl~c." 

-:~nd which, likP. the Industrial revolution of th"' lste eighteenth c"nt.ury, 

ur· the adve"ct of electricity In the early part of the twentieth centur·y, 

wi 11 have major repercussions on produ<:ts, processes, w(')rk ing methodo. nnd 

ll festylas. The pace of change has not been even. In tha pa~t ,we have 
• experienced periods of Intense technologir.al act!vlly and r.hange which h~vA 

\hen slow<>d to more manogeable proportions. Today i t would s.eem we arct in 

the middle of one such period of Intense activity,. Technology is r·.edudng 

<:u"l", expanding the range of goods and services availabl<>, and m~king 

obsolete older products, equipment and skills, Moreover, today'~ new 

l"~hnologles - microelectronics, lnform6tion lechnolngy, sulomat,f,-u,, 

biotechnology, new msterlals -are pervasive. All Industries are &ffe~led, 

leading to the relnvlgoratlon of the old as w..ll as lhe dG>vo;dopro.,.,t. :of t.hP. 

new. '<!.A 
. •. \J . ; 
I>' 

Ther·e are three lmpllcat Ions of note: 

(J) th., growth opportunities are very substantial so;; " resull hnt.h cor 

<:ost reduction and the opening of uew mark<>!.,;, Gl.vt!ro ''n11nl1 

"conomic management, tlte Inflationary thro .. t of 1970s ~>iso so;,eno~ 

limited, partly because there Is an inherent bla,; in the uew 

technolosles tow11rds savings ln energy, raw maleri.,l<o 611d l.ob.-.oor 

- 1 -
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which relieves pressu~es on scarce resQurcesi 

the technological discontinuity !mp!lc!t in thi" ,,c<>nnrln Mid the 

"""d for wholes6lA renew61 of equipment Rnrl skill-a <iestroys 

e:3tat>l!shed positions of power and offers opportuniti<>:; ror new 

entrcmts. This leads to an Intense jockeying for pnsl tlon in the 

new power structure which will eventu.,lly emerg'.!, and tu turn 

tt>erefore a period of intense competition belw<>en olrt And new 

player·,;; 

the redistribution"! effects are also strong and surprisingly 

quick to take ·effect. New Inequalities 6re being cr .. ,.l.<>rl AS the 

old disappear. Very rapid ~hanges are occurring In ttte balancP. 

of Industrial power < e.g. the emergence of Jap6n 6nd the growing 

strength of South East As!" >, and the repercu,.sions of this 11r·" 

being felt between bloCS! between nations; within nntions; 

between corporations and within corpor.,tlons. 

Rec.,nt t'ren<ls towards economic liberalism are In p6rt <>response 11nd In 

pa.-t a.symvtom of these changes. They reflect the difficulty many 

countf'i":; have In assimilating new technologies into old lnduslrial 

structures and need to open up ossified market structures to new entrunts. 

Implicitly they assume that the gains In terms of growth 6nd new activity 

wi 11 outweigh .the distributional costs. Wl thin Europe, for· exampl.,, t t Is 

-~:;burned <and hoped> that the benefits will 'trickle down' to the week~r 

members and regions of the Commun 1 ty even If the benef il"' Ar.r.rue to lbe 
~ 

stronger ""tors. It remains to be seen whether the present pha''"' of 

ec onomi ,_ 1 i I.> er a 11 sm will survIve tensIons caused hy 11nequel deve I opmPn t, 

~specl"lly if growth rates are not sustained. 

Finally, it Is worth noting that the revolution Involves n1ure than just 

technology- it Involves major ch~Snges In institutions and pnllt!cdl 

r"llltlon,.. As on previous occasions, three phases can b<> identified: t.he 

first when the new technologies emerge but do not rllffuse or combine 

thoroughly; the second when there Is wldespre"d diffusion 'lrr.ompanled by 

major Institutional Innovation both to help esslmllete n-..w technologi"s.£snd 

to mitigate their negative distributional effects; end th" thlrrl metur·e 

ph~,;e when there Is considerable growth but along established tr·ajector!Q~. 

We appear to be In the second phase. The Institutional ch~nges are 

occurring at various levels: 

- 2 -
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in production 15nd distribution, with new appro .. ches, padiculArly 

following the Japanese, in th" or·ganlsotion of product.tve 

activities e.g just-in-time techniques, qu<1llly d.-~Jcs; 

<li) In the very processes of technological chang" "'" rr>;ow t.ech1·dques 

(I i i ) 

cut across established boundaries of productl•>n organb.,Liurr "·!!· 
GAJ>C.:AM integrates design with production; bloto;.chnology r"quir·.,, 

project teoms Which combine chemists end biologl,;l,; wi lh 

information scientists and ""ISineers; 

in intra- and Inter-Industry structures a:; '"'"' tedrroologies 

require industries to redefine thatr r.ore activiti"s and 

diversify outside traditional areas; 

(lv) In regulatory structures with new Industries requiring nPw 

structures< e.g. on use of genetic •~ngineering land l>t~cllliS8 

technology Is making nonsense of old regulatory structurE's. 

Compelllloll and CollaboreUon 

lt is surprising on the face of it to find collaboration emerging ~s so 

strong a theme at a time when competition is so intensP.. But collaboration 

should perhaps be seen r>s the mirror image of competJ tlorr l t r10l iooves th<> 

pr·essur"s uf competition. The question which we need to be asking Is 

whether the collaboration we are observing today is more thun this 

temporary relief pressure valve. Whether it Is In fact an inslitu\lurusl 

rhRnge whlr.h is a necessory adaptation to the new tP.r.hnologie~. 

Within the context or economic Integration, we can see integration 

r.urrently proceeding on two planes. Market driven integration underlies 

the process of globallsr>tlon In which national and r·egloru!ll oligopoiies ore 

being replaced by global ollgopolies in a number of key !ndu:;trlAL sectnr!'. 

Te~hnology, which has raised R&D entry costs and put a premium on 

~·.rm•.riet.lvely acquired experience and distribution networks, ha,; help"d t•> 

fuel this pr·ocess and In doing so provided an altern11tlvP. f<>r.us for 

irrtegralion. But In breaking down established regulatory barriers tHtd 

op•mtng the way to new entry, technology has also addecl to t.he Intensity of 

r.ompetltlon at the globr>l level as aspiring oligopolists jockey for 

position with one another. 

Collaboration Is an alternative form of Integration. Th., Impetus for 

collaboration is coming from two different sources - private ancl punt ir .. 

Firm~ are taking the Initiative and arranging coliaborativP. ~P.RI~ hP.twAen 
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thems.alves, and they are being urged, encouraged and subsidised to do so 

The public lnltlative has followed the prlvat<;~ Initiative by gover·nmen \ s. 

althoush part of Its remit is to encour·age firms so far outside the 

coll~boratlve network to follow suit. And whereas the private initiatives 

us•;ally involved an element of market sharing, the public inili<~tlves 

fucussed almost exclusively upon technology. 

Uncterlylng the public programmes Is an implicit assumption tlu'll 

technnloglcal collaboration is a 'gooct thing' < i.e. th;~t there cu·e 

externalities which benefit society as a whole rather than jusl the 

individu~;l firm), Probing further these public good element-;; they would 

seem to b1:1: 

<I) that there ore benefIts to be gained from programmes of 

collaborative pre-competltlve research of the type pion.,.,r·ed by 

MJTI ln Its VLSI <very large scale Integration programm«> or tllo;, 

m! d··1970s 1 n terms both Of acce I era t lng th" erogr cc.~ o:•f 

science/technology and of diffusion amongst participants; 

(iil ~h~t while private collaborations will follow profllaul~ 

opportunity, this may lead In the longer term to undq<> 

technological dependence upon one country or gro1Jp of counlr·Je,; 

which could hove geo-political Implications. Public ~eclor 

p~rtlcipatlon may therefore, as with the EG and EUREKA 

prugn•mrnes, be a del iberete attempt to bias the tr<>nd of 

collaboration In a particular ~eographlcoi dirqctlons; 

(j i J) moreover, for a number of reasons <assoclat~d with traditionRI 

"cunomlc links, old competitors etc) f!r·rn.s may n<>gl"d 

opportunities for collaboration closer to home even lhoush t.he,;P. 

might actually make economic "ensE>. Where there tu·e worri~~ 

11buut technological dependence It ls worth enr.ouraglng fir-m,; <1l 

least to consider alternatives. 

The European programmes contain all three elements. The Er. programmes 

such as J;:SPR IT and BRITE are co-ordInated pr·ogramrnes of prP.-compet It 1 ve 

R&D aim<>d both at up-grading Europe's capabilities in important an~a,; of 

now t,echnology and at countering the tendency of European firm~ to form 

alliances with US and/or Japanese firms. F.UREKA was orlglnolly R"labllshed 

as a bid to counter the pull of the Ui:i i:itar Wars progremm<!: although ll 

t~nds to concentrate on competitive ~<T!J) and has no centrftl funrllng, il. '" 

c~~oyll~o.ll.lf al,vv.l. t::II\ .• UUI o~lui:S iuLp;;t-CUl.UJJeCICl CO!!SOOret.JOn, Hol.n 
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pr·o!!r·ammes have, however, provided an Important channel for coop~ration 

among Europe~:~n f inns. 

Col labor·at ton and IntaaraUon 

Collaboration c"n thus be seen as "route to IntegrAtion. Il Is '> !'out.<> 

that Is, from the firm's point of view, mor" ,;unstr·eJn<><t than the 

competitive r·oute of exp.,nslon and takeover, but it can lle less r.n,;t.ly both 

b-, the fir·ru end In Its distributional consequences. And the!'e Is nn douh\ 

tht>t the Europe"n programmes, by bringing European firms toget.h.,,·, '"" 

promoting European Integration. 

An illu:>tration of this Is the degree to which ESPRIT, the EC's infor·matlorl 

technology collaborative programme, has creat"d an impor-ltut\ constltuenry 

of firms pressing for the completion of the J.nt<i!rnHl morke\. f'in;l Lit" 

proe;nsmme pr·ovlded 11 forum for creating convergent expe<::tRtinn.,, and wh•m 

F.urope''" l"rge electronics firms put their he.,ds toseth"r tloey r·.,pidly r.Amf>. 

to re~ J is~ that competitIon wou Id get tougher, that tariff &nu nou- tar! f f 

barriers could provide only temporary protection given free mobility uf 

capital, and that national champions shielded from the rigour~ of th~ 

market by public purchasing were In danger of losing touclr with market 

developments. To compete successfully, even within Europe, these compen!E!s 

cam" tu n;allse that there was no aJternotive but to s"l lhE!Ir slet•t.>' oro 

glob~l mArkets ond global competitiveness. Once they hed olscnrdP.d their 

n"t innRl champion role, lt was logical that they begin to look t.o r:urnp" as 

their home base and to see the divergent l::uropean standHrds in, for· 

oxample, data transmission, as major· hindrances to effective op<>rAtion in 

thao:;a markets. Hence their commitment to the ESPRIT programmA~ almP.d At 

est<~bl18hing Europe wide standards for IT product... A nuo1bar' of \hE!se have 

been outst'n~dlng!y successful. The Communications Network for Manufocturing 

Appllcatlons<CNMA> has created software which allows dlffernet types of 

roboh to work together In th., automated factory; and "similar r·angt! uf 

softw,re hBs been developed for ol'flce systems < Offlr.e lloc•Jm.,nt 

Architecture> which enables documents to be passed form one computer to 

another wl thout loss of formatting. It Is working together to creute these 

standards and recognising the value to their own oper.,tlons thot has 

created in companies such as Siemens, Bull, !Cl. and Ollvettl a constituency 

which recognises and promotes the vlrttues of the single European Act. 
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GoJJeboration- in~tltutlonal change or temporary trend? 

WhRt lies behind the moves for collaboration? There are a number of 

features In new technologies .which favour such moves: 

<i> The rise of pre-competltlve R&D More than on any previous 

occasion <except perhaps with nuclear power> new technologies are 

pushing back Into the science base and making old distinclions 

between baste and applied research Inapplicable, with the 

concomitant disappearance of the neat division between 

government-sponsored basic research and firm-sponsorerl ~pplled 

research. Hence the new emphasis on pre-competltlve research -

the development of tools and techniques of resear·ch of gener·"l 

applicability and which all working In the area will ne"rl to '""" 

Firms and universities alike can contribute to their development. 

Co!labonotlon makes sense today In a way that It did not In the 

past. 

Ciil Cost factors New technologies are by definition 'technology· 

Intensive', which means the employment and equipment nf a highly 

skilled scientific workforce. The more complex thq new 

technology the higher the costs Involved. The R&D co~ls of a 

new generation of chips is now In the region of S300m; of a new 

gE>nerstlon of telecolll!llunlcations swttchgear, :li!OOOmllllon. Such 

costs are out of reach of all but the largest firms. 

(!I I) Added to the cost factors Is greater uncertainty. Firms Rre 

confronted not only by the unknowns of launching new products on 

new markets - will they work? will they sell? - but also with 

uncertainties about life cycles - how quickly will a competitor 

Introduce en alternative which will make the product obsolescent? 

In these circumstances, sharing costs and risks makes sense. 

(iv) Convergence The 'convergence' of new technologies means that 

project tea~s frequently need to draw upon skills not previously 

used within the firm or to access new skills which are not 

readily accessible. It take,Sttme to build up such projert. teams, 

- to Identify people who would fit happt ly Into ttae corporate 

framework. Collaboration offers a quick and easy way of 

accessing these skills, often with the minimum of ~ommltment. It 

Is a matter of matching complementary assets. ~ometl~mes these 

are found In large and sometimes In small firms. 
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Whclht•· these factors underlie a whoiP.sale change In in~.t.itutions whlr.h !;. 

here to st11y, Ol' merely a temporary phase of developmtml ib <> moot. p<>lnt. 

On th~ nne hand collaboration can be seen u~ the ,-·P.:c;ponse to in5tC.Ur'l ty -

tile uncertainty of where technology Is tBking us combined with lnt."n"" 

r.ompet it ion in internal tonal markets. It Is lnterf>~tlng to obse1v"' I.IJMl 

both t.h<> \fsllOs and the 1930s brought a similar phase of colil'lbOrRt.inn, i11 

those days orgRnlsed cartels end trusts. Anti-trust laws '"'d <-umml tm,.nt.;, 

uno<?.r thP. GATT limit the extent to which tod11y',; collaboration'·''" 

explicitly deal with market sharing. But we have seen a c.on,;lderahlc: 

relaxation In the US ontt-trust stanc~ ln un.lt:w to tH.:COJillnorl"'l!=! 

coll<1bOr<1liuns such as the Semlconcluclor Industry Assodatlun<SIA> and nl<>r•y 

cynics regar-d the European ~u··hAmA~ A~ nnrlPr r:nvAr rnllh'!:; tu mru·ktd. shRI' lng, 

There are reasons other then purely cynical ones for thinking that 

collaboration may be temporary. If WP ~rP right. In e,nggt><.t.ing t.hnt. Wl' "'" 

cur•·enlly going through the second phase uf the 'r·evolutiun' in whkh tho:r ~ 

i·.=; :;ti 11 c:onsiderable turbulence from the emergenc.e uncl rapid dirl'••::sioll or 

n~:?w t.&:~orhnnlngiP~ 1 and that thff; Js fol low~c1 by 1;1. thtr'"ci. mAt.ut"e ph~e.e nr 

er<o~Jth aloong established trajectories, then two features of the four 

lo<>nt. If I ed above are llkel y to prove t empor·ary r·a ther· thau I'"'""'""" t. 
Uncertainty will lessen as new technnlngi,.s hP.cnmP. t.rie<:l and tP.sted 

technologies. This In turn destroys much of the cost argument • firms suGII 

as Siemens are not really Inhibited from R&D costs of $!000milllon lf th~ 

mMk,ts 6rP sf.lfe and long lasting. Likewise the scer·<-Jty factor fader; in 

lmpodance. Skills which were difficult to '3ccess become readily 

av11llable skills, and firms have had time to recruit and assimilate new 

team meml>"r" llnd Internalise the economic r·ent from any scar·city vnluo th•t. 

remains. In the longer run, collaborations, whether with Lorg" ,,. sm,ll 

firms,. may well lead to takeover - a s;l'.lging post on the way to gceate•· 

Cufl<:t!nln•llon. Witness, for example, how Thomson <:ullaborated thrnugh 

Telefunken wl th Thorn-EM! before tak Ins over the Thnrn Ferguson TV plaul. 

L 1 kew I se, Honde Is seen os the 1 obvIous' parent for the Rover lJr<Jup ""' t.h" 

glob<ll aligopoly sorts Itself out In motor· vehicles. 

YP.t the case for collaboretlon representing a longer ter·m, lll>;\ltutlonal 

chRng~ Is also there. It fits th" new 'Japanese' modt!l of lnd .. -.t.riAI 

organisation - collaborate In R&D but compete h"rd ln pror101r.t markets. It 

rr.r.ngnJses the Increasing Integration of activities which soems to bP. ~ 

mar·k uf new technologies. It provides a framework for volunta,·y rt!gulallon 
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mark of new technologies. lt provides e framework for volunt,.r·y r·"ll'"lation 

<e. g. over standerds ) when statutory regulst Ions have been ~bandor111t!<l. 1 t 

also meets what might be cslled the Alrb•Js constraints, when for· r·.,.,,;ons of 

nQfence and nations! security governments wish to maintain indep~nutmL 

production capabilities yet need some mechanism to ensble lhelr firms to 

compete in internetlonol mlirkets. Indeed, In defenc'l ,;ector,, <eull"

boration seems likely to become Increasingly impor·tant. f.l,;Awh,,-., Lh8 key 

issue seems likely to be the pace of change. lf this cont.lnues lu 

acceler,.te, then collaboration seems likely to become a wsy of ;;r.,, 

The Ag<mda for Research 

Technology Is one of the core aress wl thin the wider· pr·oject on tht>. 

Dynamics of Integration In Western Europe. In this paper we have ui~<eu~sed 

our percept tons of current developments In technot ogy and th" r·espact I vP 

r·olos being played by competition and cooperation (colJaboretionl within 

lh<ll scef,arlo. We have given some consideration to the Issues o'lf 

int<!gration, and Indicated that we see technology currently playing on 

integrative role wlthln Western Europe. It seems to us that jointly l.he 

'modules' on technology and Industrial structure need: 

(i) to map out the changes that are taking plRr.P. tn Westnrn Euror"~" 

industrial structures and the degree of Integration (bet.weP-n 

national Industrial structures) that Is already takln8 place, 

(JJ) to differentiate between formal integration, whP.r~ nn~ nr two 

firms have come to dominate one sector· (as, for· extample, 

Electrolux has come to dominate the domestic appliance $ector) 

and the Informal Integration achieved by collaborative 

asreaments; 

( i i i ) to Identify the degree to which these changes havo bQen nriven 

directly or Indirectly by technology, and/or the extent to which 

technology Is In fact pulling In other directions, for example, 

towards closer relotlonships with US ond .Tapan.,se rat.hqr t.h"n 

European firms. 

In the light of this onolysls we need to consider how much further the 

pro~ess of Integration Is likely to go, the role within that framework for 

collaboration and the extent to which governments, both n~tional and at a 

European level, should actively promote collaboration either· as a ~tepplng 

stone towards a more cohesive Industrial structure, or as a means of 

Integrating markets such as that for military equipment where n~ti~n r.tatA~ 

~r" unlikely to accept fUll Industrial Integration. FinHily, .... n.;><;>oj to 
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consld<>r the likely outcomes of these processes and the extent Lo which 

Community institutions will be suited to the demands to be mRde upou Lh~'>m. 

An obvious exomple Is ontl-trust, where the proces>lt!S or integration seem 

likely to cre~te large firms operating in the globAl mar·ket p!Rr.r; wi Lh 

little accountability or control. 
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